Papers should not exceed 30,000 characters (12 pages, single line spacing, Times New Roman, 11 pts) and
should be submitted in a Word A4 page format (21x29.7cm), left and right margins 4.2cm, top and bottom
4.5cm. The title contain paper’s title and should be typed in Times New Roman, 14 pts, Bold, Centered, Capital
Letters. The subtitle contain: 1) author(s) name(s) in the first row (without adding such as Ph.D. etc), and 2) the
institution of the author(s) in the second row (including the place and country); and should be typed in Times
New Roman, 11 pts, Centered (One blank row between the title and the subtitle; the name should be bolded).
The abstract For example:

THE PAPER
John Smith
The Institute of International Trade of Ireland, Dublin, Ireland
Marcus Puchnik
National Bank of Romania, Bucharest, Romania
Abstract: Three black rows should separate the subtitle from the abstract, which should not exceed 300 words.
(Times New Roman, 10 pts, Justify)
Keywords: One blank row should separate keywords (3-5), separated by commas.
Main text: Three blank rows should separate keywords from the main text. (Times New Roman, 12 pts, Spacing:
Before: 0, After: 0, Line Spacing: Single, Alignment: Justified
Indentation: Left: 0, Right: 0, Special: 0, Style: Normal (not Title, Heading1, Heading2,...,Body Text, etc!).
Blank row between the paragraphs!
Headings: Maximum three heading levels. Two blank rows before the headings and one blank row after it
required.

MAIN HEADINGS
(Main headings should be written in capital letters, Times New Roman 13 pts, Bold, Centered)

MINOR HEADINGS

THIRD-LEVEL HEADINGS
(Minor and third-level headings should be written in capital letters, Times New Roman 12 and 11 pts
respectively, Bold, Centered).
Tables should be centered, logically ordered, using Arabic numerals, labeled on the top, and not be wider than
margins. (Two blank rows before the table heading and one blank row after the heading and after the table; no
blank rows between the table and source). Source should be written under the table (Times New Roman, 10 pts,
centered).

Example:

Table 1: Salaries in Afghanistan (January-March 2011, in USD)
January-March 2011.
Brut Salary
Net Salary
January
230
200
February
235
205
March
240
210
Average
235
205
Source: National Bank of Afghanistan, Annual Report, Kabul, 2011, pp. 305-307
Figures should be centered, logically ordered, using Arabic numerals, labeled on the top, and not be wider than
margins. (Two blank rows before the figure heading and one blank row after the heading and after the table; no
blank rows between the figure and source). Source should be written under the figure (Times New Roman, 10
pts, centered).
Example:
Figure 1: Figure title
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Source: WTO, 2010, Annual Report, Geneva, p. 40
Equations should be centered, logically ordered, using Arabic numerals (on the right hand side), with all
variables defined.
Example:

Y =C + I +G

(1)

Y – National income
C – Consumption
I – Investment
G – Government purchases
Text references should be written accordingly to the Instruction presented in the following link:
http://efpr.edu.rs/ES-NBE2011/INSTRUCTIONS%20FOR%20WRITING%20REFERENCES.pdf

